DEPLOYMENT

LuitBiz DMS is available in both on-cloud and on-premise models, making it suitable for regulated businesses of all sizes and complexities.

APPLICABLE VERTICALS

LuitBiz QMS serves a diverse range of industries, which include:
- Pharmaceutical and Biotechnology
- Medical Device and Diagnostics
- Nutritional Supplements
- Automobiles
- Chemical Manufacturing
- Food and Beverage
- High Tech Manufacturing
- Aerospace and Defense
- Contract Manufacturing
- Commercial and Retail

LuitBiz QMS stands out with its exceptional level of configurability and effortless deployment. Its user-friendly quality form builder and document control features allow for swift adaptation to changes, and seamless scaling.

CONTACT US
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LuitBiz QMS provides full transparency into trends and data through dashboards, status reports, alerts, notifications, and escalations allowing teams and management to stay informed about late tasks and review requests for informed decision-making and continuous improvement of quality operations.

LuitBiz QMS automates the routing, review, revision, approval, and distribution of documents, thereby enhancing control and visibility throughout the document life cycle thus maintaining a secure, centralized repository for easy document search and controlled access.

WHY USE LUITBIZ QMS?

- DYNAMIC & CONFIGURABLE
  By automating and integrating quality processes into a scalable, rules-driven electronic ecosystem, LuitBiz QMS eliminates the need for manual and outdated paper-based quality systems.

- FULL VISIBILITY AND CONTROL
  LuitBiz QMS provides full transparency into trends and data through dashboards, status reports, alerts, notifications, and escalations allowing teams and management to stay informed about late tasks and review requests for informed decision-making and continuous improvement of quality operations.

- DOCUMENT CONTROL
  LuitBiz QMS automates the routing, review, revision, approval, and distribution of documents, thereby enhancing control and visibility throughout the document life cycle thus maintaining a secure, centralized repository for easy document search and controlled access.

- QUALITY FORMS CONTROL
  LuitBiz QMS enables the automation of monitoring, recording, and solving quality incidents like non-conformances, deviations, defects, failures, and exceptions using customizable forms and workflows to efficiently manage quality concerns from identification to an investigation, resolution, Corrective and Preventive Actions (CAPA), and change control.

- ENSURE COMPLIANCE
  LuitBiz QMS is a future-proof system that adapts to changing business needs and ensures regulatory compliances like ISO, FDA CGMP, FDA 21 CFR, EU GMP, etc.